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Division 33:  Western Australian Electoral Commission, $3 231 000 - 
Mr A.P. O’Gorman, Chairman. 

Mr J.A. McGinty, Minister for Electoral Affairs. 

Ms L.M. Auld, Electoral Commissioner for Western Australia. 

Mr D.J. Cloghan, Chief of Staff, Office of the Minister for Electoral Affairs. 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I refer to the first and second major initiatives for 2003-04.  They relate to 
redistributions and the election - it is no surprise that I am asking about that.  What is the cost of the current 
redistribution?  What would be the cost of a new distribution under the legislation the Attorney General 
introduced into to Parliament?  What would be the quickest the Electoral Commission could change the system 
yet again if necessary?   

Ms AULD:  The cost of the current redistribution is estimated in the budget at $2.2 million.  At this time, we 
expect to come in a little under that in the final cost recorded for 2002-03.  

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Is that the savings as a result of the abolition of the seat of Innaloo?   

The CHAIRMAN:  This is an opportunity for members to ask the minister questions. 

Ms AULD:  Some of that money will be rolled through to next year because the current redistribution 
commenced a little later than was anticipated.  If we were conducting a redistribution from an empty field, that 
would be something like the full cost.  If we were to run again fairly quickly, because we already have the 
infrastructure in place, it would involve a reduced cost.  In a redistribution a fair amount of money is consumed 
in consulting the public and releasing publications of proposals and results - they are costly.  However, the 
infrastructure we have in place readily allows us to be prepared to run again.  If a distribution were to be held 
again, the budget might be 70 per cent of that sum.  

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  An important part of the question is the time frames involved with the 
distribution process.  The commissioner can correct me if I am wrong, but technically an election could be called 
in 13 months.  What would be the earliest that writs could be issued?  Would that be the end of May next year?   

Ms AULD:  They could be issued only one year before the Council membership turned over.  Effectively, the 
earliest election date would be late June 2004, and an election could be held as late as May 2005 on the basis 
there would be time to return the writs in order for the Council members to take up seats.  The process of the 
redistribution in the current legislation and the Bill before the High Court now is identical.  The redistribution 
takes 176 days - a little under six months - but there is a bit of time to prepare; for example, to close the electoral 
roll and prepare the data on which the redistribution would focus.  At the other end is the process of taking the 
results of the redistribution and applying them to the electoral roll so that we can draw up rolls for the election.  
That is no simple task.  A fair amount of quality checking must be done to ensure the rolls are correct in 
accordance with that redistribution.  

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  In a practical sense, although that is the process, time is obviously needed in 
which to implement the processes relating to any new legislation and to allow candidates and political parties to 
adjust and go through preselection processes.  We could not, for example, change to a new system 176 days 
before a likely election date.  What is the commissioner’s estimate of the latest the commissioner could be 
advised to prepare the new system? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Taking into account the political realities confronting candidates, such as the preselection 
process of the political parties, we would need to have a new electoral system in place six months prior to the 
next election; in which case, in practical terms, we are talking about the middle of next year.  Therefore, we 
would need a decision from the High Court, and, if it were favourable, it would need to be in place very early in 
the new year at the latest.  

Ms M.M. QUIRK:  The first significant issue and trend on page 519 concerns local government postal elections.  
How many of the 144 local authorities called on the commission to assist with their elections?  Was the conduct 
of those done on a cost-recovery basis?  What exactly is meant by “significant impact”?   

Ms AULD:  This year the commission was responsible for 56 local government elections.  Of those, 55 were 
conducted by postal vote.  One was an in-person ballot.  The significant impact is that local government 
elections take up a significant part of the period in which the commission would ordinarily plan for state 
parliamentary elections.  They have contributed significantly to the commission’s workload.  The fifty-six 
elections that we conducted in early May, involving a fraction more than a million electors, was no small task 
and a great addition to our workload.  They are conducted on a full cost-recovery basis.  We are assembling our 
invoices to local governments now for the cost of those elections.  
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Ms M.M. QUIRK:  Am I to understand from the answer that this is a function that the commission would rather 
not undertake?   

Ms AULD:  The Act provides for two things councils must do before moving to postal voting.  They must first 
ask my permission to become responsible for the election and then they must pass another declaration that the 
election shall be by postal vote.  In all cases, both my predecessor and I were prepared to give permission.  In 
2005 we will be confronting the double burden of a parliamentary election, probably in February, and then 
similar size local government elections in May.  It is a significant load but one we can undertake provided we 
have sufficient notice.  

Ms M.M. QUIRK:  Given the significant impact that the commissioner described to us, are we to infer that 
added resources would alleviate that impact?   

[Mrs D.J. Guise took the Chair.] 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The issue is that in 2005 local government and state elections will be held close together.  

[3.30 pm] 

Ms AULD:  In terms of additional resourcing for local government elections, because it is full cost recovery we 
spend what we need to conduct those elections.  We find the resourcing for that.  For example, we hire a great 
many temporary staff of various fashions, so resourcing is not an issue.  The double burden is an issue, but given 
that we know there will be a parliamentary election in approximately February 2005, we also know to expect a 
similar quantum of local government elections a few months later.  It is a matter of project planning and 
preparation.   

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  How does the cost of postal voting elections and attendance polling compare nowadays, and 
were there any obvious or glaring problems with postal voting in the last local government elections? 

Ms AULD:  In terms of costs, assuming the same voter turnout, a postal voting election would be cheaper 
because we would not be establishing so many polling places and need quite as many staff.  We could do more 
things in a centralised way.  One of the issues in the local government sector is that people look at what they 
have spent on elections before and what they spend on a postal election, when in fact the turnout might be 
doubling or trebling.  A postal election with an increased turnout will be more costly, but that is what they pay 
for in terms of increased voter turnout.  With the pool we are running at the moment - a fraction over one million 
voters for 56 councils - a number of economies of scale can be achieved and there are a great many things we 
can do with such a variety of elections that would not be possible if we were running only five or six, for 
example. 

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  What was the percentage of voters who could vote in those 56 elections?  I presume the 56 
elections were the bigger ones and therefore involved a large proportion of the total number of people who were 
eligible to vote? 

Ms AULD:  Yes.  We ran 56 elections.  Our participation rate was around 35 per cent and, as it related to the 
whole pool of local government electors in the State, that covered about 85 per cent of electors.  We have almost 
all city local governments and we are picking up a great number of country local governments at the moment.  
We have all but one sizeable local government and many more will be encouraged to participate in the future. 
Mr P.D. OMODEI:  In the light of the information provided by the Electoral Commissioner, is it intended to 
circularise local governments with that information to make them aware that postal voting does work very well 
and in dollar terms is equivalent or better? 
Mr J.A. McGINTY:  That is an excellent suggestion.  If it is not done, it would most probably be useful for the 
Electoral Commissioner to undertake that. 
Mr P.D. OMODEI:  The perception is that attendance polling is cheaper.  The Electoral Commissioner has quite 
rightly said that if the same number vote, it is cheaper and much more transparent. 
Ms AULD:  We are putting together an election report that will be circulated both to our customers and to those 
who have not chosen postal voting so far, and that will form part of an information process in terms of the 
options available.  The decision rests with councils, of course, and many have other reasons for not opting for 
postal voting. 
The appropriation was recommended. 
 


